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From: J  B   
Sent: Monday, April 24, 2023 12:00 PM
To: 
Subject: Comment on Docket UM 2280 Sun Country Water
 
This is a comment on Docket 2280 Sun Country Water Fines.  I'm waving my right to privacy on the
attached documents and this email.   Please include the attached documents with this comment. My
phone number is  if you need to contact me via phone.
 
I’m a customer of Sun Country Water (SCW) and I want the fines imposed for the following reasons:
 
1) Customers overwhelmingly want rate regulation.  Over 60% of SCW customers (Order 22-278)
took the time to ask the Commission for rate regulation. The PUC should fine SCW until they comply.

2) Billing issues continue - SCW falsified the billing date on my bill dated 02-28-2023. That bill reflects
my payment of $37.71, however according to SCW’s own billing history, the payment was posted
over two weeks later (03-15) and it cleared my bank on 3-16. (Exhibit 1)

I believe this was done to mislead the Commission and make it appear that SCW was billing monthly
per orders 12-189 and 19-086 when in fact, they were not.  SCW refused to say if the bill was an
estimated bill or a meter reading as required by OAR 860-036-1400(3).  If estimated it would have
been the 5th monthly estimated bill.
 
4) Bills are unclear and SCW is unwilling to provide a written accounting. SCW provided a bill where I
was unable to calculate the charges. (OAR 860-036-1400(5) 
 
When I asked SCW to provide a bill where I could compute the charges, Victoria Coffman wrote,
"...he (me) apparently knows everything about how to run Sun Country Water and I am
incompetent. I am beyond frustrated with this person/ account and how ugly he has been. From
now on I will only communicate with the PUC regarding this Account holder." (Exhibit 2)
 
I opened an informal billing dispute with the Consumer Services Section (CSS) on PUC on April 6th,
2023 and neither the CSS or SCW have provided a written accounting as of 4-24-2023.  I've asked the
CSS to provide the form needed to open a formal complaint per OAR 860-036-1150(4)
 
5) Over 2 months ago the Oregon Secretary of State administratively dissolved the company and it







CUSTOMER HISTORY REPORT
SUN COUNTRY WATER       541-
Acct: 
B ,J    NORMAL   
DATE: 04/02/2023     AUTHOR: 

Date Description Amount Tax Total Balance

01/30/2023 Water $44.19 $0.00 $44.19 $37.71
02/28/2023 Water $37.50 $0.00 $37.50 $75.21
03/15/2023 Payment $-37.71 $-37.71 $37.50
04/02/2023 Adjustment $-15.44 $0.00 $-15.44 $22.06
04/02/2023 Adjustment $-14.47 $0.00 $-14.47 $7.59
04/02/2023 Adjustment $-6.69 $0.00 $-6.69 $0.90
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